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Architectural. Adaptive. Real Wood Veneer
The Carolina Collection is ideal for Residential and Commercial use, offering exceptional quality, strength, and durability. It’s design flexibility gives
it appeal & responsiveness to trends in how people work, study & game.
Greater flexibility & better design appeals to responsive workplace trends in
how people work, study & game.
Workplace trends have changed in recent years from
where we work, how we work, and the type of
computers and tech devices we use. The Carolina
Collection was carefully and thoughtfully designed to
accommodate not just current tech trends, but also
those of the future.
Designed for more casual collaboration, modular
desks that can be grouped, arranged and rearranged
easily to fit your use and space.
Personalize-able - with tuck-away add-on’s such as
files that fit sleekly under desk, drawer kits, and shelf
kits that provide ergonomic comfort for conventional computing.
Plenty of desktop surface for laptops, tablets, iPads
and smartphones.
For Residential and Commercial: Carolina Collection is as pleasing and
functional in a residential
environment as it is in a
commercial one. It’s clean,
classic lines and natural finish add pleasing architectural design appeal in any
room.
The ideal workplace is creative, artistic, and inspirational. Carolina Collection is that and more. The
use of real wood veneer inspires the warmth to design lines that clean and purely classic. Modularity
gives it responsiveness to changing room layouts and
use. With finished fronts and backs, desks and
groups can be used easily and conveniently in wide
open rooms without walls. Premium quality construction gives lasting durability and strength.
Everyone is using a lot of different kinds of
technology. Carolina Collection’s slightly raised
hutches provide cord management
that is sleek and non-destructive to
desktop surfaces. In the past, you
might have had just a computer on
your desk. Now, you may be using
a laptop, tablet and a smartphone.
The Carolina Collection allows you
to keep all your tech wires
organized and out of the way without destroying your desktop.

Our company is working to show that we
value the environment. Furniture and packaging with low chemical emissions made from
recyclable material is one way to show this
corporate value.
More people are working from home. With an
increasing number of companies allowing
employees to work from remote locations,
more people are working from their home
office, which means there is a greater need for
office furniture designed for home use, many
times to fit smaller spaces. With the Carolina
Collection it’s easier than ever to design a
home office that is stylish, yet efficient and
comfortable.

Carolina Collection provides versatility in design and purpose for general and specific use.
Carolina Collection use of natural
materials provides a sensual and
soothing work environment.
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